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SENTINELONE AND ATTIVO NETWORKS
The Attivo Networks Endpoint Detection Net (EDN) solution provides SentinelOne customers with an effective way to
detect and prevent credential theft, attacks against Active Directory, and privilege escalation while reducing the attack
surface by removing exposed credentials.
The SentinelOne solution prevents an attacker from compromising an endpoint, while the Attivo EDN suite prevents
attackers from breaking out of it if they manage to get in. The EDN suite achieves this by preventing an attacker from
stealing credentials, escalating privileges, and accessing Active Directory or other critical assets to move laterally.
The Attivo EDN suite is an endpoint-based solution that includes the following components:
•

Active Directory Protection: The ADSecure solution prevents attackers from accessing Active Directory (AD)
information by detecting malicious queries and hiding legitimate responses. Instead, it shows the attackers
misleading information to lead them away from real assets. The ADSecure solution achieves all this from the
endpoint without touching the production AD controllers.

•

Credential Theft Detection: The EDN suite plants deceptive credentials alongside real ones stored on the
endpoint that appear authentic and attractive to attackers. Attackers using these credentials result in
detections and generate alerts. The solution creates deceptive credentials for Windows, Mac, and Linux
systems along with cloud and SaaS applications.

•

Exposed Credential Removal: The EDN suite identifies and removes exposed credentials left behind on
endpoints that attackers can use to traverse laterally inside the network. This visibility reduces the attack
surface and gives continuous insight into risky lateral attack paths, duplicate credentials, or local and shadow
admin accounts.

As a SentinelOne Technology partner, Attivo Networks boosts endpoint performance by adding Active Directory
protection, credential theft detection, and credential exposure prevention. Free trials are available to SentinelOne
Customers. Learn more at attivonetworks.com.

ABOUT ATTIVO NETWORKS®
Attivo Networks®, the leader in cyber deception and lateral movement attack detection, delivers a superior defense for
revealing and preventing unauthorized insider and external threat activity. The customer-proven Attivo ThreatDefend®
Platform provides a scalable solution for derailing attackers and reducing the attack surface within user networks, data
centers, clouds, remote worksites, and specialized attack surfaces. The portfolio defends at the endpoint, Active Directory,
and throughout the network with ground-breaking innovations for preventing and misdirecting lateral attack activity.
Forensics, automated attack analysis, and third-party native integrations streamline incident response. The company has
won over 130 awards for its technology innovation and leadership. For more information, visit www.attivonetworks.com
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